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ABOUT

duration: 2:02:18

Program Note
HOLOLITH is a durational work of speculative music that engages—through sound, image, and ritual—outsized 
forces that shape and are shaped by humans. HOLOLITH asks audience members to get cozy, move around and 
think about HOLOLITH as sculpture, just let it wash over them. HOLOLITH asks performers to perform 
speculative music with tools such as: landscaping stones, rebar, contact speakers, PVC instruments, found 
objects, bass drums. HOLOLITH finds source material in weather data, medieval manners manuals, Western 
Avenue car dealer info, children's jokes, and ancient-to-contemporary healing recipes. HOLOLITH is an 
unbroken stone circle. But HOLOLITH is also a hologram. HOLOLITH can even be a megalith, but a megalith 
printed on paper. packaged with bubblegum. HOLOLITH is a real good time.

Score and Parts
HOLOLITH doesn't have a score and parts in the traditional sense. Rather, the score consists of an 
instructional document, which provides setup information, background details, and the complete text. The 
parts consists of ten audio parts derived from the words in the TEXT section of the score. The parts are 
completely text-based and articulate the structure of the piece. Each performer listens to one of the audio 
parts during the performance via headphones to guide the performer throughout.

Composer-provided Items
In order to perform HOLOLITH you will need additional files not included in the score, inlcuding:
     10 audio parts
      5 sine tone audio files, to be recorded onto cassette tapes
      1 modified The Weather Channel video

HOLOLITH was created for Mocrep by Sam Scranton and Molly Roth. Mocrep premiered the work on 6.26.16 at INTUIT: The 
Center for Intuitive and Outsider Art.

for 10 performers, found object percussion, homemade instruments and electronics, voice, modified The Weather 
Channel video, bucket lights and plants
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A. (x5) Landscaping Stone (sizes, shapes variable)
B. (x10)Large Handheld Stone
C. (x10)Thin Handheld Stone
D. (x10)Rebar (lengths variable)
E. (x10)Homemade PVC Overtone Flute (lengths variable)
F. (x5) Tape Player with Tape (pre-recorded with composer-issued sine tones)
G. (x5) Mono-Amplifier
H. (x5) Transducer or Contact Speaker
I. (x5) Small Concert Bass Drum (preferable) or Floor Tom
J. (x10)Array of two resonant-when-struck household or hardware-store items,
        e.g. cylindrical vase, heavy bolt, firewood, length of copper pipe.  
    The items should be pitched within a quarter tone of each other.
K. (x10)piece of Firewood
L. (x10)Shaker, e.g. caxixi, chapchas, egg shaker, homemade seed-based shaker
M. (x10)Resonant Bowl, e.g. singing bowl, or nice mixing bowl
N. (x10)piece of Parchment Paper
O. (x10)Bell
P. (x10)Mallet, paired with array
Q. (x10)Galvanized Spike
R. (x10)section of Metal Coat Hanger
S. (x10)two Pieces of Foam to support Rebar, Array, and other small items
T. (x10)Rubber Ball Mallet
U. (x10)Rug  

Individual Setup

Overhead View
of all Individual
Setups

Other Necessary Items

1. (x10+) Buckets, varied in size and color, 
     lit internally
2. (x1) Video Projector
3. (x10) Playback Devices pre-loaded with 
     audio parts
4. (x6+) Houseplants to be placed on bucket lights

U



INSTRUCTIONS

BEGINNING THE PERFORMANCE

VIDEO

NOTES ON AUDIO PARTS

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
HOLOLITH, as a work of extended duration, is physically demanding. It, however, is not meant to be painful. Following each "punctuation" 
(see below) the performer can chose to take off their headphones, lay down eyes closed, and rest. The performer can rest until they hear 
fellow performers play the next "punctuation". Up to nine performers may rest simultaneously. 

Performers start off stage and press play on their playback devices simultaneously.

The audio parts consist of two types of text: 
     1.) instructions to guide the performer through the piece (spoken by a synthesized male voice) ,and;
     2.) spoken text to be musically interpreted (spoken by a synthesized female voice). 

Performers will hear a synthesized male voice speak, either providing explicit instructions or one of the below Performance Modifiers. 
Immediately following, performers will hear the Body Text spoken by a synthesized female voice. The Body Text is to be musically 
interpreted according to the Performance Modifier on a sentence by sentence, or phrase by phrase basis. Performers change interpretation 
technique only upon hearing a new Performance Modifier or instruction.  

Changes from Performance Modifier to Performance Modifier will sometimes occur rapidly. While the performer should try to perform all 
actions as indicated, this may occasionally prove difficult to do with calm, fluid motion. In these instances, the performer should 
preference slow, deliberate changes between technique over fidelity to the audio part.

Play modified video of The Weather Channel throughout the 
performance. The video begins as the performers press play on their 
audio parts. 

Because HOLOLITH is imagined as a homespun rite, presentation, atmosphere, and bodily motion are as important to the success of the work as 
are the sounds. I have listed possible Affects/Actions to be paired with each performance technique. I suggest these specific 
affects/actions provisionally. The performer can chose their own associated Affects/Actions for each technique, but it is important that 
they commit to these actions throughout. The only required Affect/Action is associated with the "punctuation" Performance Modifiers.

NOTES ON ASSOCIATED AFFECTS/ACTIONS (indicated below)



INTERPRETATION

Performance Modifier Implement(s)/Instruments Technique Applied to the Body Text Associated Affect/Actions
stone, sustain: Implement: Large Handheld Stone 

Instrument: Landscaping Stone
With the Large Handheld Stone, rub 
the  Landscaping Stone in a large, 
legato circular motion. The 
resulting sound should be big and 
resonant. 

While rubbing the stones together, 
consider using your upper body to 
magnify the visual impact of the 
pattern you outline on the 
Landscaping Stone. Mouth the words 
of the Body Text throughout. 

stone, circles: Implement: Thin Handheld Stone 
Instrument: Landscaping Stone

With the Thin Handheld Stone, 
scrape the Landscaping Stone in 
tight, rapid circular motions. The 
resulting sound should be gritty 
and aggressive. 

Lean in toward the stones to 
emphasize the motion's small-ness. 
Mouth the words of the Body Text 
throughout. 

stone, accents: Implement: Large Handheld Stone 
Instrument: Landscaping Stone

With the Large Handheld Stone, 
gently strike the Landscaping Stone 
on accented syllables of the Body 
Text. The resulting sound should be 
full but delicate. Aim to 
articulate the Landscaping Stone's 
fundamental tone.

Move upper body in rhythm while 
you strike the Landscaping Stone. 
Mouth the words of the Body Text 
throughout. 

stone, quarters: Implement: Large or Thin 
Handheld Stone 

Instrument: Landscaping Stone

With either the Large or Thin 
Handheld Stone, gently strike the 
Landscaping Stone at regular 
"quarter note" intervals (quarter 
note = 30 to 50 bpm). The resulting 
sound should be insistent but 
delicate. 

Sit upright but still. With your 
head, follow the motion of your 
forearm as you strike the 
Landscaping Stone. Mouth the words 
of the Body Text throughout. 

stone, hands: Implement: Thin Handheld Stone 
Instrument: Large Handheld Stone

With the Thin Handheld Stone, 
gently strike the Large Handheld 
Stone on accented syllables of the 
Body Text. The resulting sound 
should be light and articulate. 

Sit up tall, hold the stones at 
chest height. Mouth the words of 
the Body Text throughout.



INTERPRETATION

Performance Modifier Implement(s)/Instruments Technique Applied to the Body Text Associated Affect/Actions
rebar, sustain: Implement: Galvanized Spike 

Instrument: Rebar
With the Galvanized Spike, drag the 
thick end along the length of the 
rebar's ribbed edge. The resulting 
sound should be a rich sweep of all 
of the rebar's partials.

Kneel and lean over the rebar. 
Focus intently on your implement 
as you drag it along the length of 
the rebar. Mouth the words of the 
Body Text throughout.

rebar, scrape: Implement: Coat Hanger
Instrument: Rebar

With the Coat Hanger, press end 
between two of the Rebar's ribbed 
edges, and rapidly twist your wrist 
upwards, scraping against the 
rebar. The resulting sound should 
be a thin excitation of the rebar's 
upper partials. 

Kneel, but sit back on your 
haunches. Mouth the words of the 
Body Text throughout.

rebar, accents: Implement: Galvanized Spike 
Instrument: Rebar

With the Galvanized Spike, gently 
strike the Rebar on accented 
syllables of the Body Text. The 
resulting sound should be full but 
delicate. Shift the point of 
contact with each strike.

Kneel, and lean over the rebar and 
move upper body in rhythm while 
you strike the rebar. Mouth the 
words of the Body Text throughout. 

rebar, quarters: Implement: Galvanized Spike or 
Coat Hanger 
Instrument: Rebar

With either the Galvanized Spike or 
the Coat Hanger, gently strike the 
Rebar at regular "quarter note" 
intervals (quarter note = 30 to 50 
bpm). The resulting sound should be 
insistent but delicate. 

Kneel, but sit back on your 
haunches. With your head, follow 
the motion of your forearm as you 
strike the Landscaping Stone. 
Mouth the words of the Body Text 
throughout. 

rebar, tap: Implement: Coat Hanger
Instrument: Rebar

With the Coat Hanger, rapidly and 
repetitively tap the rebar. As you 
do, constantly hairpin the 
dynamics. The resulting sound 
should be swells of thin upper 
partials. 

Kneel, but sit back on your 
haunches. As you crescendo, lean 
back a bit. As you decrescendo, 
lean toward the rebar. Mouth the 
words of the Body Text throughout.



pvc, sustain: Instrument: PVC Overtone Flute Blow into the flute and sustain the 
fundamental frequency. If you run 
out of breath before the end of the 
phrase, begin again. 

Sit up tall. With your body, 
subtly emphasize the start and end 
of your sustained tone.

pvc, overtones: Instrument: PVC Overtone Flute Blow into the flute, but as you 
sustain, steadily increase breath 
pressure to activate upper 
partials. If you run out of breath 
before the end of the phrase, begin 
again. The resultant sound should 
be a steady sweep up and down of 
the flute's overtones.

Sit up tall. With your body, 
subtly emphasize the start and end 
of your sustained tone.

pvc, tremolo: Instrument: PVC Overtone Flute Blow into the flute, but as you 
sustain, use your hand to rapidly 
open and close either the open end, 
or the vent near the fipple. 
Steadily increase breath pressure 
to activate upper partials. If you 
run out of breath before the end of 
the phrase, begin again. The 
resultant sound should 
simultaneously sweep up and down 
the flute's overtone series while 
oscillating wildly.

Sit up tall. With your body, 
subtly emphasize the start and end 
of your sustained tone.

Performance Modifier Implement(s)/Instruments Technique Applied to the Body Text Associated Affect/Actions

INTERPRETATION



drum, sine tones Instrument: Bass Drum/Floor Tom
Implement: Contact 
Speaker/Transducer and Tape

Press play on the tape player pre-
loaded with a sine-tone tape. Pick 
up the Contact Speaker/Transducer 
off the ground, and rub it around 
on the surface of the Bass 
Drum/Floor Tom. When done, press 
stop and return the Contact Speaker 
to the ground. The resultant sound 
should be a subtly shifting 
emanation of sine tones from the 
drum.  

Sit up tall and shift your weight 
subtly as you move the Contact 
Speaker across the drum head. 
Mouth the words of the Body Text 
throughout.

NOTE: Since performers share 
Drums/Contact Speakers, there will 
be times when it is necessary to 
trade roles mid-phrase. This is 
welcome. Players waiting to use 
the Contact Speaker should appear 
receptive. The player currently 
using it can then pass it to the 
other performer.  

drum, sine tones speak Instrument: Bass Drum/Floor Tom, 
voice

Implement: Contact 
Speaker/Transducer and Tape

Follow instructions for drum, sine 
tones. While you do, speak the Body 
Text.

Sit up tall and shift your weight 
subtly as you move the Contact 
Speaker across the drum head. 

NOTE: Since performers share 
Drums/Contact Speakers, there will 
be times when it is necessary to 
trade roles mid-phrase. This is 
welcome. Players waiting to use 
the Contact Speaker should appear 
receptive. The player currently 
using it can then pass it to the 
other performer.  

drum, sustain Instrument: Bass Drum/Floor Tom
Implement: Rubber Ball Mallet

Drag the Rubber Ball Mallet across 
the  Bass Drum head at a steady 
rate. The resultant sound will be 
range from growls to squeals. Try 
to maintain steady pressure for the 
duration of each sustained note so 
that the sound changes only with 
each attack.

Move your head near the Rubber 
Ball Mallet and focus your 
attention on it. Mouth the words 
of the Body Text throughout.

Performance Modifier Implement(s)/Instruments Technique Applied to the Body Text Associated Affect/Actions

INTERPRETATION



HOLOLITH

array, quarters Instrument: Array of Two 
Household/Hardware-Store Items
Implement: Mallet

With the Mallet, gently strike the 
Array at regular "quarter note" 
intervals (quarter note = 30 to 50 
bpm). Choose only one Array item 
per phrase. Switch at the end of 
the phrase if you would like. The 
resulting sound should be insistent 
but delicate. 

Kneel, but sit back on your 
haunches. With your head, follow 
the motion of your forearm as you 
strike the Array. Mouth the words 
of the Body Text throughout. 

array, one Instrument: Array of Two 
Household/Hardware-Store Items
Implement: Mallet

With the Mallet, gently strike the 
Array during commas or periods in 
the text. The resulting sound 
should be sparse, but slightly more 
forward than the other Array 
performance modifiers.

Kneel, and lean over the Array and 
move upper body in rhythm while 
you strike the rebar. Mouth the 
words of the Body Text throughout. 

array, tap Instrument: Array of Two 
Household/Hardware-Store Items
Implement: Mallet

With the Mallet, rapidly and 
repetitively tap the Array. As you 
do, constantly hairpin the 
dynamics. Choose only one Array 
item per phrase. Switch at the end 
of the phrase if you would like. 
The resulting sound should be a 
moderate swell and decay. 

Kneel, but sit back on your 
haunches. As you crescendo, lean 
back a bit. As you decrescendo, 
lean toward the rebar. Mouth the 
words of the Body Text throughout.

speak: Instrument: Voice Speak the Body Text of the audio 
part.

Adopt an expressive prerogative 
attitude. Attempt to achieve a 
grace and fluidity with each 
motion, and try to draw a 
connection between each 
articulation. Appear confident and 
poised. If possible, mouth the 
words spoken in audio part in 
order to relate the connection 
between the material performed and 
the language it represents.silence: none. none. Sit up. Lean your head back 
slightly and close your eyes.

INTERPRETATION

Performance Modifier Implement(s)/Instruments Technique Applied to the Body Text Associated Affect/Actions



punctuation, seeds: Instrument: Shaker Upon hearing the words 
"punctuation, seeds" stand up and 
shake the shaker three times. Sit 
down, only after the next 
instructions.

Look straight forward. Hold the 
shaker at chest height.

punctuation, bells: Instrument: Bells Upon hearing the words 
"punctuation, bells" stand up and 
strike the Bowl with your Mallet 
three times. Sit down, only after 
the next instructions.

Look straight forward. Hold the 
Bell at shoulder height.

punctuation, bowls: Instrument: Resonant Bowl Upon hearing the words 
"punctuation, bowls" stand up and 
strike the Bowl with your Mallet 
three times. Sit down, only after 
the next instructions.

Look straight forward. Hold the 
Bowl at chest height.

punctuation, wood: Instrument: piece of Firewood Upon hearing the words 
"punctuation, wood" stand up and 
strike the Firewood with your 
Mallet three times. Sit down, only 
after the next instructions.

Look straight forward. Hold the 
Firewood at stomach height.

punctuation, paper: Instrument: Parchment Paper Upon hearing the words 
"punctuation, wood" stand up with 
the parchment paper. Holding it 
taut with both hands, rotate your 
hands in a circular motion. 
Maintain tautness throughout. The 
resulting sound, should be a gentle 
resulting. Sit down, only after the 
next instructions.

Look straight forward. Hold the 
Parchment Paper at chest height.

Performance Modifier Implement(s)/Instruments Technique Applied to the Body Text Associated Affect/Actions
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HOLOLITH text was derived from multiple sources. 

Text Type 1.) weather data from the date/location of each performer's birth
Drawn from wunderground.com and swpc.noaa.gov

Text Type 2.) etiquette advice 
Drawn from Erausmus' De Civilitate Morum Puerilium and online sources 

Text Type 3.) search results supercuts
An amalgum of supercuts created from books.google.com search results

Text Type 4.) complete list of Western Avenue car services
Drawn from an export of a Yellowpages.com search of Western Avenue Car Services

Text Type 5.) medicinal ingredients 
Drawn from Bald's Leechbook and an FDA pharmaceutical ingredient list

Text from Audio Parts

About the text: 

SAMPLE TEXT - FROM ONE AUDIO PART

On the count of 3, begin rubbing your stones. 1. 2. 3.
On the count of 3, stop rubbing your stones. 1. 2. 3.
Now begins your audio part.

Mocrep.  Welcome to Hololith. I am so excited that you have decided to take this journey into the hololithic. I am so 
excited that you will dwell for hours in the background details of existance. I am so excited that... I am so excited 
that in minutes you will walk into a darkened room, sit down, and then begin to annihilate with prescence. Are you ready? 
3,2,1

Walk to your performance location, when you arrive, stand facing your rock, stare straight forward, and remain standing.

Slowly sit down.
Pick up your rock.
On the count of 3, begin rubbing your stones. 1. 2. 3.
On the count of 3, stop rubbing your stones. 1. 2. 3.



stone, sustain observations for latitude 40.731 degrees, longitude -73.935 degrees. Julian Date, 2447591.042. 
Temperature, 293.7 degrees Kelvin. 

stone accents Dew Point,  286.4  Degrees Kelvin.  Humidity,  63 percent. Atmospheric pressure,  1,019.3 Milibars. 
Visibility,  16.1 Kilometers. Wind direction,  South Southwest. 

stone, sustain Wind speed,  18.5 Kilometers Per Hour.  Gust speed,  none. Precipitation,  None. Conditions, Mostly 
Cloudy. Cosmic Ray Index,  380900. Geomagnetic field, total force variations,  -10866 nanoTeslas.

stone, sustain observations for latitude 40.731 degrees, longitude -73.935 degrees. Julian Date, 2447591.083. 
Temperature, 293.7 degrees Kelvin. 

silence Dew Point,  286.9  Degrees Kelvin.  Humidity,  65 percent. Atmospheric pressure,  1,019.3 Milibars. 
Visibility,  16.1 Kilometers. Wind direction,  South Southwest. 

stone, hands Wind speed,  20.4 Kilometers Per Hour.  Gust speed,  none. Precipitation,  None. Conditions, Mostly 
Cloudy. Cosmic Ray Index,  382800. Geomagnetic field, total force variations,  -10866 nanoTeslas.

speak observations for latitude 40.731 degrees, longitude -73.935 degrees. Julian Date, 2447591.125. 
Temperature, 293.7 degrees Kelvin. 

stone, sustain Dew Point,  286.9  Degrees Kelvin.  Humidity,  65 percent. Atmospheric pressure,  1,019.3 Milibars. 
Visibility,  16.1 Kilometers. Wind direction,  South Southwest. 

stone, quarters Wind speed,  27.8 Kilometers Per Hour.  Gust speed,  34.5 kilometers per hour Precipitation,  None. 
Conditions, Scattered Clouds. Cosmic Ray Index,  383900. Geomagnetic field, total force variations,  -
10865 nanoTeslas.

punctuation, seeds
stone, sustain observations for latitude 40.731 degrees, longitude -73.935 degrees. Julian Date, 2447591.167. 

Temperature, 292.5 degrees Kelvin. 
stone, sustain Dew Point,  286.9  Degrees Kelvin.  Humidity,  70 percent. Atmospheric pressure,  1,019.0 Milibars. 

Visibility,  16.1 Kilometers. Wind direction,  South Southwest. 
stone, circles Wind speed,  24.1 Kilometers Per Hour.  Gust speed,  none. Precipitation,  None. Conditions, Scattered 

Clouds. Cosmic Ray Index,  383500. Geomagnetic field, total force variations,  -10863 nanoTeslas.

stone, sustain observations for latitude 40.731 degrees, longitude -73.935 degrees. Julian Date, 2447591.208. 
Temperature, 291.4 degrees Kelvin. 

silence Dew Point,  286.9  Degrees Kelvin.  Humidity,  75 percent. Atmospheric pressure,  1,018.3 Milibars. 
Visibility,  16.1 Kilometers. Wind direction,  South Southwest. 

stone, sustain Wind speed,  18.5 Kilometers Per Hour.  Gust speed,  none. Precipitation,  None. Conditions, Clear. 
Cosmic Ray Index,  382100. Geomagnetic field, total force variations,  -10866 nanoTeslas.

stone accents observations for latitude 40.731 degrees, longitude -73.935 degrees. Julian Date, 2447591.25. 
Temperature, 290.9 degrees Kelvin. 

stone, hands Dew Point,  286.9  Degrees Kelvin.  Humidity,  78 percent. Atmospheric pressure,  1,018.6 Milibars. 
Visibility,  16.1 Kilometers. Wind direction,  South Southwest. 

stone, hands Wind speed,  14.8 Kilometers Per Hour.  Gust speed,  none. Precipitation,  None. Conditions, Clear. 
Cosmic Ray Index,  383100. Geomagnetic field, total force variations,  -10867 nanoTeslas.

silence
stone, hands observations for latitude 40.731 degrees, longitude -73.935 degrees. Julian Date, 2447591.292. 

Temperature, 291.9 degrees Kelvin. 



stone, hands Dew Point,  286.9  Degrees Kelvin.  Humidity,  73 percent. Atmospheric pressure,  1,019.3 Milibars. 
Visibility,  16.1 Kilometers. Wind direction,  South Southwest. 

silence Wind speed,  13.0 Kilometers Per Hour.  Gust speed,  none. Precipitation,  None. Conditions, Clear. 
Cosmic Ray Index,  383400. Geomagnetic field, total force variations,  -10865 nanoTeslas.

silence observations for latitude 40.731 degrees, longitude -73.935 degrees. Julian Date, 2447591.333. 
Temperature, 294.3 degrees Kelvin. 

stone, quarters Dew Point,  287.5  Degrees Kelvin.  Humidity,  65 percent. Atmospheric pressure,  1,020.0 Milibars. 
Visibility,  16.1 Kilometers. Wind direction,  South Southwest. 

stone, circles Wind speed,  14.8 Kilometers Per Hour.  Gust speed,  28.8 kilometers per hour Precipitation,  None. 
Conditions, Mostly Cloudy. Cosmic Ray Index,  383200. Geomagnetic field, total force variations,  -
10864 nanoTeslas.

stone, hands observations for latitude 40.731 degrees, longitude -73.935 degrees. Julian Date, 2447591.375. 
Temperature, 295.9 degrees Kelvin. 

stone, sustain Dew Point,  288.7  Degrees Kelvin.  Humidity,  64 percent. Atmospheric pressure,  1,019.6 Milibars. 
Visibility,  16.1 Kilometers. Wind direction,  South Southwest. 

speak Wind speed,  18.5 Kilometers Per Hour.  Gust speed,  32.2 kilometers per hour Precipitation,  None. 
Conditions, Mostly Cloudy. Cosmic Ray Index,  383400. Geomagnetic field, total force variations,  -
10864 nanoTeslas.

punctuation, seeds
stone, circles observations for latitude 40.731 degrees, longitude -73.935 degrees. Julian Date, 2447591.412. 

Temperature, 298.2 degrees Kelvin. 
silence Dew Point,  289.8  Degrees Kelvin.  Humidity,  59 percent. Atmospheric pressure,  1,019.6 Milibars. 

Visibility,  16.1 Kilometers. Wind direction,  South Southwest. 
array, tap hyamine x (quarter nary ammonium chloride compound) ,
array, tap bal in oil ,
array, tap ribo flavin, acetylated ,
array, tap wine,
array, tap strepto mycin ,
array, tap tyro thricin ,
array, tap thio uracil ,
array, tap rue,
array, tap wormwood,
array, tap lethane 384 special ,
stone, quarters Wind speed,  22.2 Kilometers Per Hour.  Gust speed,  none. Precipitation,  None. Conditions, Mostly 

Cloudy. Cosmic Ray Index,  383900. Geomagnetic field, total force variations,  -10863 nanoTeslas.
stone, quarters observations for latitude 40.731 degrees, longitude -73.935 degrees. Julian Date, 2447591.458. 

Temperature, 299.8 degrees Kelvin. 
stone, quarters Dew Point,  290.4  Degrees Kelvin.  Humidity,  56 percent. Atmospheric pressure,  1,019.3 Milibars. 

Visibility,  16.1 Kilometers. Wind direction,  South Southwest. 
stone, quarters Wind speed,  27.8 Kilometers Per Hour.  Gust speed,  32.2 kilometers per hour Precipitation,  None. 

Conditions, Mostly Cloudy. Cosmic Ray Index,  383700. Geomagnetic field, total force variations,  -
10862 nanoTeslas.



silence observations for latitude 40.731 degrees, longitude -73.935 degrees. Julian Date, 2447591.5. 
Temperature, 301.4 degrees Kelvin. 

stone, quarters Dew Point,  291.4  Degrees Kelvin.  Humidity,  54 percent. Atmospheric pressure,  1,019.3 Milibars. 
Visibility,  16.1 Kilometers. Wind direction,  South Southwest. 

speak Wind speed,  25.9 Kilometers Per Hour.  Gust speed,  28.8 kilometers per hour Precipitation,  None. 
Conditions, Mostly Cloudy. Cosmic Ray Index,  382700. Geomagnetic field, total force variations,  -
10859 nanoTeslas.

punctuation, seeds
stone, sustain observations for latitude 40.731 degrees, longitude -73.935 degrees. Julian Date, 2447591.542. 

Temperature, 301.4 degrees Kelvin. 
stone accents Dew Point,  291.9  Degrees Kelvin.  Humidity,  56 percent. Atmospheric pressure,  1,019.0 Milibars. 

Visibility,  16.1 Kilometers. Wind direction,  Southwest. 
stone, sustain Wind speed,  27.8 Kilometers Per Hour.  Gust speed,  34.5 kilometers per hour Precipitation,  None. 

Conditions, Mostly Cloudy. Cosmic Ray Index,  383100. Geomagnetic field, total force variations,  -
10858 nanoTeslas.

stone, sustain observations for latitude 40.731 degrees, longitude -73.935 degrees. Julian Date, 2447591.58. 
Temperature, 295.9 degrees Kelvin. 

stone, sustain Dew Point,  293.2  Degrees Kelvin.  Humidity,  85 percent. Atmospheric pressure,  1,019.6 Milibars. 
Visibility,  3.2 Kilometers. Wind direction,  West Northwest. 

silence Wind speed,  27.8 Kilometers Per Hour.  Gust speed,  34.5 kilometers per hour Precipitation,  None. 
Conditions, Mostly Cloudy. Cosmic Ray Index,  381300. Geomagnetic field, total force variations,  -
10860 nanoTeslas.

silence observations for latitude 40.731 degrees, longitude -73.935 degrees. Julian Date, 2447591.625. 
Temperature, 295.9 degrees Kelvin. 

stone, sustain Dew Point,  293.4  Degrees Kelvin.  Humidity,  N/A percent. Atmospheric pressure,  1,020.0 Milibars. 
Visibility,  1.3 Kilometers. Wind direction,  West. 

stone accents Wind speed,  25.9 Kilometers Per Hour.  Gust speed,  34.5 kilometers per hour Precipitation,  None. 
Conditions, Mostly Cloudy. Cosmic Ray Index,  381400. Geomagnetic field, total force variations,  -
10866 nanoTeslas.

punctuation, seeds
stone, sustain observations for latitude 40.731 degrees, longitude -73.935 degrees. Julian Date, 2447591.667. 

Temperature, 296.0 degrees Kelvin. 
stone, sustain Dew Point,  293.5  Degrees Kelvin.  Humidity,  N/A percent. Atmospheric pressure,  1,019.0 Milibars. 

Visibility,  4.8 Kilometers. Wind direction,  South Southwest. 
stone, circles Wind speed,  22.2 Kilometers Per Hour.  Gust speed,  none. Precipitation,  None. Conditions, Mostly 

Cloudy. Cosmic Ray Index,  384000. Geomagnetic field, total force variations,  -10881 nanoTeslas.
speak observations for latitude 40.731 degrees, longitude -73.935 degrees. Julian Date, 2447591.708. 

Temperature, 295.9 degrees Kelvin. 
stone, sustain Dew Point,  294.3  Degrees Kelvin.  Humidity,  N/A percent. Atmospheric pressure,  1,018.3 Milibars. 

Visibility,  8.0 Kilometers. Wind direction,  South Southwest. 
stone, quarters Wind speed,  18.5 Kilometers Per Hour.  Gust speed,  none. Precipitation,  None. Conditions, Mostly 

Cloudy. Cosmic Ray Index,  383000. Geomagnetic field, total force variations,  -10891 nanoTeslas.
stone accents observations for latitude 40.731 degrees, longitude -73.935 degrees. Julian Date, 2447591.75. 

Temperature, 295.9 degrees Kelvin. 



stone accents Dew Point,  294.8  Degrees Kelvin.  Humidity,  93 percent. Atmospheric pressure,  1,017.3 Milibars. 
Visibility,  11.3 Kilometers. Wind direction,  South. 

silence Wind speed,  20.4 Kilometers Per Hour.  Gust speed,  none. Precipitation,  None. Conditions, Mostly 
Cloudy. Cosmic Ray Index,  384600. Geomagnetic field, total force variations,  -10890 nanoTeslas.

pvc, sustain What about light makes it act like matter?
pvc, sustain what about it is a wave?
pvc, sustain What about the earth? 
pvc, sustain What about a piece of rock, or furniture, or any solid object?
pvc, sustain What about the brain?
punctuation, seeds
stone, sustain observations for latitude 40.731 degrees, longitude -73.935 degrees. Julian Date, 2447591.792. 

Temperature, 296.9 degrees Kelvin. 
stone, sustain Dew Point,  294.8  Degrees Kelvin.  Humidity,  87 percent. Atmospheric pressure,  1,017.3 Milibars. 

Visibility,  11.3 Kilometers. Wind direction,  South. 
drum, sine tones 1st United Auto Sales, 38 18 North Western Avenue
drum, sine tones A Carr's CARSTAR, 42 46 North Western Avenue
drum, sine tones A Freedom Auto, 25 01 North Western Avenue
stone, hands Wind speed,  20.4 Kilometers Per Hour.  Gust speed,  none. Precipitation,  None. Conditions, Mostly 

Cloudy. Cosmic Ray Index,  384000. Geomagnetic field, total force variations,  -10890 nanoTeslas.
speak observations for latitude 40.731 degrees, longitude -73.935 degrees. Julian Date, 2447591.8. 

Temperature, 298.2 degrees Kelvin. 
rebar, sustain The eyes should be steady, respectful, and well set.
rebar, sustain If you're trying to send a serious message, you should practice your direct eye contact without 

blinking, because limited blinking adds to your message's credibility.
rebar, sustain Not in a frown, which suggests cruelty;
stone accents Dew Point,  294.8  Degrees Kelvin.  Humidity,  81 percent. Atmospheric pressure,  1,017.9 Milibars. 

Visibility,  11.3 Kilometers. Wind direction,  South Southwest. 
stone, accents Wind speed,  13.0 Kilometers Per Hour.  Gust speed,  none. Precipitation,  None. Conditions, Mostly 

Cloudy. Cosmic Ray Index,  384000. Geomagnetic field, total force variations,  -10893 nanoTeslas.
stone, accents observations for latitude 40.731 degrees, longitude -73.935 degrees. Julian Date, 2447591.875. 

Temperature, 297.5 degrees Kelvin. 
stone, accents Dew Point,  294.8  Degrees Kelvin.  Humidity,  84 percent. Atmospheric pressure,  1,017.9 Milibars. 

Visibility,  9.7 Kilometers. Wind direction,  Southwest. 
silence Wind speed,  9.3 Kilometers Per Hour.  Gust speed,  none. Precipitation,  None. Conditions, Mostly 

Cloudy. Cosmic Ray Index,  387500. Geomagnetic field, total force variations,  -10882 nanoTeslas.
stone, hands observations for latitude 40.731 degrees, longitude -73.935 degrees. Julian Date, 2447591.92. 

Temperature, 296.4 degrees Kelvin. 
punctuation, seeds
punctuation, seeds
punctuation, bells
punctuation, bells



rebar, tap Nor staring out shamelessly, an indication of cheek;
rebar, accents When thinking about eye contact, you should also be aware of the cultures involved.
rebar, sustain Direct and prolonged eye contact is seen as a sign of trustworthiness and is more appreciated in 

Western cultures.
rebar, scrape On the other hand, it may be seen as a sign of disrespect to look directly at a superior in Eastern 

cultures.
rebar, scrape If you know the other person on a personal level, invert the triangle so that its peak is now at their 

mouth.
rebar, scrape Still, keep your eyes focused in the middle of the triangle, which is now at the bridge of their nose.

rebar, tap Also, always be aware that spending too much time looking at the lower half of someone's face may give 
off inappropriate nonverbal messages.

rebar, tap Neither darting and rolling around, signs of insanity;
rebar, sustain Imagine a line below your business associate's eyes.
rebar, sustain Nor glancing sideways, the expression of those under suspicion or up to no good;
rebar, quarters Nor must they be opened wide apart in the manner of stupid folk;
rebar, sustain The eyes and eyelids shouldn't blink all the time, indicating instability,
rebar, sustain This will serve as the base of a triangle and the peak will be at their mid-forehead.
rebar, accents To maintain a professional contact, keep your eyes in the middle of that triangle when speaking to 

others.
silence Nor gaze out in astonishment, as if stunned, a look once noted of Socrates.
rebar, sustain They shouldn't be too piercing either, as that implies fury,
rebar, sustain Appropriate eye contact includes around three to five seconds of constant engagement of a listener 

before you look away.
rebar, sustain Typically, in a conversation, you look the other person in the eye when speaking or listening, then 

look away briefly to reflect or ponder your next thought.
punctuation, bells
rebar, sustain Nor over-expressive, which can suggest impertinence,
rebar, tap Eye contact is equally important whether talking or listening.
silence But they should present themselves as a reflection of a calm, respectful and amicable mind.
rebar, tap When you talk, eye contact helps you capture attention.
rebar, tap When you listen, eye contact shows that you have genuine interest in what the other person says.
rebar, tap The point of proper eye contact is that it conveys specific messages in a conversation or 

presentation.
speak It's inappropriate to wink at another person.
rebar, tap When speaking, eye contact projects an image of professionalism.
rebar, tap It also shows that you have confidence in yourself and what you say.
silence Your eyes strengthen your message when you have passion and enthusiasm for your company, products or 

services.



rebar, tap You should keep your eyebrows straight, not furrowed, which implies cruelty.
rebar, tap Eye contact also shows respect for the other person, whether you speak or listen.
rebar, tap In general, the worst thing you can do is not engage the other party at all with your eyes.
rebar, tap This conveys disinterest or lack of engagement with the other person.
rebar, accents You can also misfire with eye contact that is too brief or excessive.
rebar, sustain Nor should you raise them too much as it looks arrogant and proud,
rebar, accents Irregular or fragmented eye contact suggests you are nervous, lack confidence or are distracted by 

things going on around you. None of these are positive messages.
rebar, accents Overly long eye contact either projects a domineering attitude or possible romantic interest in the 

other party.
rebar, accents Move to a private location.
rebar, accents Nor droop them down over the eyes, sign of an evil imagination.
silence A relaxed and smooth forehead indicates a mind with a clean conscience and a gentle nature:
rebar, accents Don't let it be knit in wrinkles like an old person,
rebar, accents Nor waggle up and down like a hedgehog,
punctuation, bells
silence If you are in a meeting, at dinner, or just hanging with friends, politely excuse yourself and move 

out of visual range before taking care of your issue.
silence Nor frown crookedly like a bull.
rebar, accents Even if the rest of the room just doesn't understand, pursuing privacy in this situation far outweighs 

any frustration felt by the other parties.
rebar, accents DON'T LET YOUR nostrils be full of snot like some grubby person; Socrates was criticized for that 

vice.
rebar, accents And when the itch begins, the tendency is to use one's finger to relieve any discomfort.
rebar, accents However, there is a double edged sword of hygiene that must be dealt with.
rebar, accents You must be concerned with your own susceptibility to germs as well as the possibility of you passing 

germs on to someone else.
rebar, accents Drying or wiping your nose with your cap or your clothing, or on your sleeve or arm, is a habit only 

for fishmongers.
rebar, accents It's not that much better to wipe your nose with your bare hand if you're only going to wipe that on 

your clothes.
speak An easy way to kill both of those birds with one stone is to use a tissue.
silence It's good manners to remove any dirt from your nose with your handkerchief, and, if more distinguished 

people are present, to do it with your head turned away.
rebar, accents If any mucus falls on the ground once you've cleared your nose with both fingers, make sure you 

quickly tread it underfoot.
rebar, accents It's also rude to sniff, and taken as a sign of unpleasantness.



rebar, accents A tissue can provide a solid barrier between your finger and any germs, and can then easily transfer 
those germs to a trash bin.

rebar, sustain It's rather obscene to snort through your nose, and implies anger if it's a habit.
rebar, sustain You should avoid speaking with a nasal tone, as this is the practice of horn-blowers and elephants.
rebar, accents That's not all, though.
rebar, sustain Be sure to wash your hands with soap and warm water after the deed is done.
rebar, sustain Now, I don't usually carry around a restroom sink in my back pocket, but I can tote a small container 

of sanitary wipes that are just as effective.
rebar, scrape Protecting your health and the health of everyone else with whom you might come in contact is only 

mannerly.
speak At times you and I might come across someone who is picking his nose in a meeting, at the table, or 

behind a food counter while making a sandwich.
silence Don't panic. If you are in a setting where offering a tissue or napkin might be appropriate, please do 

so but with grace.
silence Pointing out someone's flaws in public will not win you any etiquette points.
punctuation, bells
rebar, sustain Wrinkling your nose is only for scornful types and natural fools.
rebar, sustain As cute as sniffles sound from a 3-year-old, they are not as becoming in an adult.
rebar, sustain If you sneeze when others are around, it's polite to turn aside.
rebar, sustain When you've stopped you should bless your mouth with the sign of the cross, after taking off your cap, 

and thank, or ask for pardon from, those who said or were about to say 'Christ help you.'
silence Blow your nose in private before your meeting, a meal or other in-person exchanges to avoid sniffles 

when you are able.
silence Keep a handkerchief handy to manage your sniffles quickly in private, such as between conversations at 

your gathering or during a play intermission.
rebar, sustain It's polite to say 'Christ help you' to another person when they sneeze.
rebar, sustain And a child should raise his cap if others there say 'Christ help you' to another man or woman.
rebar, sustain Finally, making a raucous noise or shrieking intentionally when you sneeze, or showing off by carrying 

on sneezing on purpose, is very ill-mannered.
rebar, sustain To try not to sneeze when you need to is the deranged sort of action of someone choosing manners over 

health.
rebar, sustain It is permissible to wipe your nose when it runs during an emergency, particularly when you are eating 

spicy food at the table.
silence LET NATURAL AND innate modesty, rather than any dyed or artificial colouring, give the cheeks their 

hue.
speak Never blow your nose at the table, however, as this is considered bad etiquette.
rebar, sustain Excuse yourself to blow your nose in private when others are in attendance, but especially when at the 

table.



rebar, sustain Even that sense of bashfulness should be controlled, so that it doesn't develop into embarrassment, or 
suggest indifference, or even that fourth degree of insanity, lifelessness, as the proverb has it.

silence Puffing out the cheeks is a mark of disdain, whilst deflating them indicates despondency;
silence Don't press your mouth tight shut, since it suggests that you're afraid of drawing in someone else's 

breath,
pvc, sustain What about standards for wireless computer networking?
pvc, sustain What about any relative motion between the "moving" earth and the ether sea?
pvc, sustain What about the obvious dark patches on its face?
pvc, sustain What about the bandages, Doctor?
pvc, sustain What about today?
rebar, sustain In the case of an emergency, you may also blow your nose quietly to the side of the table.
rebar, sustain Nor should you keep yawning, which is the mark of a numbskull,
silence Your lips should meet, touching each other gently.
rebar, sustain It isn't very polite to smack your lips together, as if making a clucking sound,
rebar, sustain If you happen to feel the need to yawn, and you can't turn away or leave, either cover your mouth with 

a handkerchief or with the palm of your hand,
rebar, sustain You will look more genuinely pleasant, or even happy, when your cheeks move upward, the corners of 

your eyes crinkle, and your eyes become narrower and sometimes actually appear closed.
punctuation, bells
rebar, tap Most people remember the first time they met someone, so it's a good idea for them to look back and 

have the image of your smiling face committed to memory.
rebar, tap When you smile after looking someone in the eye, that person feels as though your happiness is 

directly related to her. It's as good as giving a genuine compliment and will give her positive 
feelings toward you.

rebar, sustain It's nice to know the proper way to shake hands, but it's even better if you smile at the person while 
you're doing it.

rebar, accents Afterwards make the sign of the cross.
rebar, sustain To smile approvingly at every single word or deed is the behaviour of fools;
rebar, sustain To smile at none, shows a slow wit.
rebar, sustain It's wrong to smile at obscene words or actions.
speak Raucous laughter and uncontrollable giggles that rock the whole body, and for which reason are known 

as shaking, are not appropriate at any age, but especially in youth.
rebar, sustain It's improper for anyone when they laugh to make a neighing noise.
rebar, sustain It's rude when someone opens his mouth in a wide rictus, wrinkling his cheeks and revealing his teeth 

as if he were a dog
speak She is more likely to remember your name, and if you are in a business setting, she'll listen to you 

more attentively.
rebar, sustain But the face should express cheerfulness, without the mouth disfiguring it nor suggesting a lax mind.
rebar, sustain A smile is one of many types of body language that they will respond to.



silence These kinds of sayings are only for fools; 'I dissolve into laughter,' 'I burst into laughter,' 'I am 
dying with laughter.'

rebar, accents If something happens that's so funny that you can't help but laugh like this, make sure you cover your 
face with a napkin or a hand.

rebar, quarters To laugh on your own or for no obvious reason is an attribute of the stupid or the insane.
rebar, sustain When you face someone without any of your limbs crossed and have a smile on your face, you'll appear 

more open, confident, and trustworthy.
rebar, sustain Not only will smiling while saying a person's name give both of you a good feeling, you are more 

likely to remember his name and have a positive association.
speak If however something of this kind arises, it's polite to explain to others the reason for your 

laughter.
rebar, sustain But if you don't consider it appropriate to relate this, make something else up, in case someone 

thinks that they are the object of the joke.
rebar, scrape Biting the lower lip with the upper teeth is ill-mannered and menacing, as is biting the upper lip 

with the lower teeth.
rebar, scrape IT'S ABSURD TO lick your lips repeatedly.
rebar, sustain Sticking your tongue out to mock someone is insulting.
punctuation, bells
rebar, sustain When it's time to part ways, smile as you say your goodbyes. This will leave the other person with a 

positive feeling and make him look forward to seeing you again.
speak Turn your face away when you spit, so that you don't hit anyone with it or with its splash-back.
silence Most employers want happy employees so flash your friendliest and most joyful smile to plant that 

initial seed during your job interview.
rebar, sustain You don't want them to look back over their stack of applications, only to have yours put in the "not 

interested" pile because you appeared miserable during the interview.
rebar, sustain Your smile might be the very thing that gives you the edge over another candidate with equal 

experience and education.
rebar, sustain When you don't see eye-to-eye with someone, you can debate in a friendly manner as long as you smile 

rather than scowl.
speak If a bit of phlegm remains on the ground, tread it underfoot,
speak If that's not possible wipe the phlegm away with a cloth.
silence This lets the other person know that you respect his or her opinions, even if you don't agree.
rebar, sustain To re-swallow your spit is rude;
rebar, sustain Add a smile to polite words and phrases,  and you may even win the other person over to your side.
speak Frowning and name-calling will almost certainly have your opponent tuning you out.
rebar, sustain Also it is rude when someone spits every third word out of habit rather than need.
rebar, sustain Some people develop the offputting habit of coughing slightly in between speaking, again not from need 

but from custom.
silence I've always heard that when a person smiles while chatting on the phone, the other person senses a 

more positive demeanor. I think this is true.
silence If you see someone frowning, telling him to smile probably won't get the result you want.
rebar, scrape This is the tendency of liars and those who fabricate deceitful words as they speak.
rebar, scrape If you need to cough, make sure you don't do it in anyone's face, and avoid that fault of coughing 

more loudly than you need to.



rebar, sustain It might even have the opposite effect and make him mad.
rebar, sustain You're better off smiling appropriately with the hope that your positive action will rub off on him.
rebar, sustain Take yourself off when you're about to be sick, although vomiting is nothing to be ashamed of, unless 

over-eating has made you sick, which is degrading.
rebar, tap However, if there is a good reason for his frown, don't try to cheer him up. Be sympathetic.
rebar, tap Make sure you keep your teeth clean.
punctuation, bells
rebar, quarters There are times when a smile is inappropriate, like when you hear the news that someone close to your 

friend has died or that someone's house has burned down.
rebar, quarters If something gets stuck in the teeth, don't remove it with your knife or your fingernails like a dog 

or a cat,
silence Those situations call for a sympathetic demeanor as you try to comfort the other person with words of 

sympathy.
silence Nor with your napkin, but use a mastic toothpick, or a feather,
rebar, quarters Use small bones taken from the drumsticks of cocks or hens.
speak Rinsing the mouth out each morning with clean water is proper and healthy.
silence IT IS UNCIVILISED to leave your hair uncombed.
rebar, quarters Make sure it's not dirty with nits and lice.
rebar, quarters Scratching your head in front of others is not appropriate, just as scratching the rest of your body 

with your nails is grubby, particularly if it's done from habit rather than necessity.
rebar, quarters Keep your hair neatly trimmed and arranged. If you have severe hair loss, consider shaving your head 

or cutting your hair short.
rebar, quarters Body hair should be trimmed so it doesn't appear above your collar or below your sleeves.
silence Don't let your hair cover your brow, nor sit on your shoulders.
rebar, quarters If you're wearing an open collar shirt, chest hair should be groomed so it doesn't stick out.
rebar, quarters Ruffling your hair by shaking your head to and fro is the behaviour of frolicking horses.
rebar, quarters Facial hair (including ear and nostril hair) should be neatly trimmed.
rebar, quarters Combing your left hand through your hair from forehead to crown is not very elegant;
rebar, quarters It'd be more discreet to part it with the hand.
silence Eyebrows (as in "two" not "one") should be neatly trimmed.
rebar, quarters STOOPING YOUR NECK and hunching your shoulders is a sign of laziness.
rebar, sustain Thrusting yourself back the other way suggests arrogance.
rebar, tap Keep hair neatly styled and clean.
stone, sustain Dew Point,  294.8  Degrees Kelvin.  Humidity,  90 percent. Atmospheric pressure,  1,018.3 Milibars. 

Visibility,  9.7 Kilometers. Wind direction,  South Southwest. 
speak Avoid dramatic or severe styles that can be distracting or can project an unprofessional image.
rebar, sustain It's proper to hold yourself upright and relaxed.
rebar, sustain If you color your hair, keep up with maintenance.
rebar, accents The neck should tilt neither to left or right (an action only for the mime artist), unless the 

conversation or some such requires it.
silence Your shoulders should be balanced evenly, not like sail-yards, where one is raised and the other 

lowered.



silence Bending both arms behind your back gives the impression of being sluggish and thieving.
rebar, sustain Eyebrows should be neatly trimmed and shaped.
rebar, sustain It's not much better to stand or sit with one hand on your groin, a manner which seems elegant and 

soldierly to some.
speak REVEALING WITHOUT NEED those parts of the body which nature has covered with modesty is to be 

completely avoided by anyone respectable.
speak But when necessity requires it, then it should be done with proper bashfulness, even if no one else is 

there to witness it.
punctuation, bells
rebar, scrape Be aware of any facial hair issues and take care of them as needed.
rebar, scrape It's appropriate for these parts of the body to be hidden from sight, and even more so that they don't 

come into contact with another person.
rebar, scrape To refrain from passing urine is bad for your health, but be discreet when you go.
rebar, scrape There are some who teach that a child should hold in digestive wind by clenching his buttocks.
rebar, scrape Stand up straight!
drum, sine tones A1 Motors Inc, 57 58 South Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Aa-1 Motors Inc, 10 06 South Western Avenue
drum, sine tones AAMCO Transmissions & Total Car Care, 67 37 South Western Avenue
rebar, scrape Slumping and slouching communicate disrespect, laziness, and disinterest in the other person.
rebar, scrape Keeping your shoulders back and your head up not only conveys confidence and positivity, it is also 

better for your health.
rebar, scrape But it's not good manners to make yourself ill in your eagerness to appear polite.
rebar, scrape If you can go somewhere else, then do that on your own.
rebar, scrape But if not, as the oldest of proverbs goes, 'let him disguise the fart with a cough.'
silence You will actually feel better while exuding a great attitude.
rebar, scrape Did I mention that good posture makes us all look taller and slimmer?
rebar, scrape It's far more damaging to refrain from breaking wind than to constrict the bowels.
speak Good posture will bring you confidence, health, and an improved appearance.
rebar, scrape Just standing in successful body language for 5 minutes before an interview effected the outcome of 

the interview.
rebar, scrape When at work stand in expansive poses, head up, shoulders back, feet firmly planted to get yourself in 

the right mindset.
rebar, scrape Communicating your sense of self through manners and body language is an incredibly powerful tool that 

can set you apart from co-workers and competitors.
array, tap vinegar,
array, tap nitrogen mustards ,
array, tap pro tein hydro lysates ,
array, tap dumbledore's honey,
array, tap juice of ground ivy and juice of fennel; ,
array, tap earthgall's juice,
array, tap sterile filled pharmaceutical preparations ,
array, tap herdwort,



array, tap honey,
array, tap arsen osophenyl butyric acid ,
punctuation, bells
punctuation, bells
punctuation, bells
punctuation, wood
punctuation, wood
punctuation, wood
pvc, sustain What about cities with high rates of surgery?
pvc, quarters What about millions of people who were killed in this century alone, because of nature's anger?
pvc, sustain what about it?
pvc, sustain what about the other stuff I plead?
pvc, sustain What about important spiritual things?
silence What about penicillin for syphilis, sulfa against pneumococcus?
pvc, sustain What about _psychic energy”?
pvc, sustain What about it?
silence What about pipelines carrying fuels?
pvc, sustain what about his future wife?
silence what about the cost?
pvc, overtones What about acceleration?
pvc, overtones What about getting drunk?
pvc, overtones What about the scalpel?
speak What about the labor assembling that information?
pvc, overtones But, what about what you're sifting on?
silence What about now?
silence But what about the ability to see the super-sensible worlds that exist behind form
speak What about his disciples?
speak What about potential synergistic health effects?
pvc, overtones What about the fact that the natural philosophers (scientists) could predict them?
speak what about DNA?
pvc, overtones What about unresolved experimental puzzles?
pvc, overtones But what about the time intervals?
pvc, overtones what about differences in mass and weight for earth or sun sized bodies?
silence what about the warnings, your loving, perfect, all-knowing God?
silence What about staff?
pvc, overtones What about this autumn?
pvc, overtones What about that?
pvc, overtones What about portraits and still lifes ... Or what about the big topics the painters used to treat _ the 

Annunciation, say?
silence What about that special word, _theory"?
silence What about Light?
pvc, overtones what about aberration?
pvc, overtones What about the things, then, that I attributed to the soul?



pvc, overtones What about the people above the Earth?
silence what about the photographic world?
silence What about an engine in back, rear-wheel drive?
pvc, overtones what about a continuous change?
speak What about the events that can happen in one ether-plane of existence_with varying degrees of change?
speak what about the _miracle” in my own early life?
pvc, sustain what about the future?
pvc, overtones What about the second argument, in favor of the claim that we must postulate the existence of a 

supernatural cause of mystical experiences?
pvc, sustain what about the security of one's ego?
silence what about the energy of the star?
silence What about the soil for plants?
punctuation, wood
silence what about electromagnetic radiation?
silence What about it?
pvc, tremolo What about positive charges in our vacuum?
pvc, tremolo What about the head?
pvc, tremolo What about other drugs that don't target the dopamine system?
silence what about me, love?
silence what about the problem of motion?
pvc, tremolo But what about the fires in winter?
pvc, tremolo What about the ether as an all-pervading continuum?
speak What about our real selves?
pvc, tremolo what about the Cavendish-Faraday-Maxwell experiment?
pvc, tremolo what about the light ethereal solution being a separate thing which did not mix?
pvc, tremolo what about the free ether of space, is it a conductor of electricity?
speak what about the small army of men administering to each ear of corn?
pvc, tremolo what about centrifugal force?
speak what about those lines at any angle with the one described?
pvc, tremolo What about electromagnetic waves?
silence What about the Electric Telegraph?
pvc, tremolo What about the intermediate stages, the stages of starting and stopping; what is the condition of 

things?
speak what about yourself, the ether we call religion?
pvc, tremolo But what about the noise occasioned in the air by the electrical discharge?
speak what about physicalists?
speak What about the use of ether in an operation of this kind, ether anesthetic?
silence What about the universal observer?
silence what about the light that comes to us from the stars?
pvc, tremolo What about the Will?
pvc, tremolo what about the ether theory? 
speak what about the earlier assurance that the personality is dissolved when the brain disappears?
rebar, sustain Some people talk with their hands; others stand with their hands glued to their sides.



rebar, sustain Most people haven't the foggiest notion what their hands are doing when they talk.
rebar, sustain Using your hands can be effective sometimes, aggressive sometimes, and irrelevant most of the time.
pvc, tremolo What about your child?
pvc, tremolo But what about the numerical value of the speed of light in vacuum?
pvc, tremolo What about those things I ascribed to the soul?
pvc, tremolo what about the propagation of light?
silence What about molecular and chemical forces in themselves?  
silence What about the nature of heat energy, kinetic and potential energy, work energy, electric and magnetic 

energy? 
silence What about the ether?
silence What about that step in the car buying process when the salesman goes to talk to his manager?
silence what about the attributes I assigned to the soul?
silence what about getting up?
silence What about the sensitivity of the delicate cells of the root?
silence What about sponges?
silence What about bodies which can be held and worked?
silence But, what about what we cannot know?
silence What about the Way of Heaven?
silence what about spontaneous generation?
silence What about luck?
silence what, about this little pill?
silence What about an additional dollar per trip - would you be willing to pay that?
silence What about that advertisement, John, that you were going to answer?
silence What about the use of coffee, milk, wine, and cider?
silence What about the sunlight used by those who grow wheat, corn or other crops?
silence What about the living?
speak I thought you said that won't happen.
pvc, overtones And what about you?
pvc, sustain I thought you said that won't happen.
silence And what about you?
pvc, sustain And what about you?
pvc, quarters And what about you?
pvc, quarters Why did the banana eat himself?
pvc, quarters And what about you?
silence And what about you?
silence And what about you?
pvc, sustain I thought you said that won't happen.
pvc, sustain And what about you?
speak I thought you said that won't happen.
pvc, sustain And what about you?
punctuation, wood
drum, sine tones American Auto Repair 1 Corporation, 11 23 North Western Avenue
drum, sine tones American Auto Repair Corp, 123 North Western Avenue
drum, sine tones American Lube Plus Inc, 34 55 North Western Avenue
silence And what about you?



pvc, sustain I thought you said that won't happen.
pvc, sustain And what about you?
pvc, sustain I thought you said that won't happen.
pvc, quarters And what about you?
pvc, sustain I thought you said that won't happen.
silence And what about you?
pvc, sustain And what about you?
speak I thought you said that won't happen.
pvc, sustain I thought you said that won't happen.
pvc, sustain Why did the banana eat himself?
speak I thought you said that won't happen.
pvc, tremolo I thought you said that won't happen.
speak And what about you?
pvc, sustain And what about you?
speak Why did the banana eat himself?
pvc, sustain And what about you?
silence I thought you said that won't happen.
silence I thought you said that won't happen.
pvc, sustain And what about you?
pvc, quarters I thought you said that won't happen.
speak I thought you said that won't happen.
pvc, sustain Why did the banana eat himself?
speak I thought you said that won't happen.
pvc, overtones I thought you said that won't happen.
pvc, sustain Why did the banana eat himself?
silence I thought you said just now that you treated all persons alike? 
silence I thought you said you could help me.
pvc, quarters I thought you said I didn't have to work anymore and now you want me to come and work for you. 
pvc, quarters I thought you said it was playtime.
speak I thought you said she's a cop.
speak I thought you said yesterday that he was nineteen at the time.
silence I thought you said you found it was the wrong man?
speak That's what I thought you said.
pvc, sustain I thought you said I was cute when I got mad.
pvc, sustain I thought you said you had not danced much in India.
speak I thought you said no more haunted houses.
silence I thought you said they weren't immortal.
silence I thought you said you needed to make a delivery to the hospital.
speak I thought you said the crusade was going to the Holy Land.
pvc, sustain I thought you said to spend more time making friends.
pvc, sustain I thought you said you weren't a millionaire.
speak I thought you said you had checked it several times before coming to bed.
pvc, sustain I thought you said nobody could fall more than sixty feet and live.
pvc, sustain I thought you said you weren't with anyone.



silence You couldn't possible have said what I thought you said.
silence I thought you said you had car trouble and he was giving you a push.
array, tap milk,
array, tap sorbi tol, mani tol, hexi tol emulsifier agent,
array, tap selenium sulfide ,
array, tap wine,
array, tap ledinac parenteral ,
array, tap amberlites ,
array, tap celandine,
array, tap artisone acetate ,
array, tap anti histamine insomnia treatment ,
array, tap woodbines,
speak I thought you said your mother was a schoolteacher.
pvc, quarters I thought you said something like that.
pvc, sustain But I thought you said you'd never let this paper out of your sight.
pvc, sustain I thought you said he was on board.
silence I thought you said something. I thought, well.
silence I thought you said this was for poor kids.
speak I thought you said she couldn't have children.
pvc, sustain I thought you said the woman was taken in broad daylight.
pvc, sustain I thought you said you wouldn't be able to make it.
silence I thought you said it was sexist propaganda.
silence I thought you said yesterday we are not our minds.
silence I thought you said we'll have trouble there.
speak I thought you said you had no nieces.
speak I thought you said the house was dead.
speak I thought you said the ceremony was unsuccessful.
pvc, sustain I thought you said they weren't here.
pvc, sustain I thought you said I'd already used all my pretty-pleases up for today.
pvc, sustain I thought you said fighting was bad.
punctuation, wood
silence When does it discredit itself by doing disservice to society?
silence When does it begin?
pvc, overtones When does it stop washing?
pvc, sustain When does it suggest its absence?
stone, sustain Dew Point,  294.8  Degrees Kelvin.  Humidity,  87 percent. Atmospheric pressure,  1,018.6 Milibars. 

Visibility,  11.3 Kilometers. Wind direction,  South. 
silence When does it occur?
silence When does it occur?
silence When does it want?
silence When does it cease?
speak When does it happen most often?
speak When does it not occur?
pvc, sustain When does it end?



pvc, sustain When does it destroy identity?
pvc, sustain When does it repeat itself, the same time, the same place, the same hands? 
speak When does it cease being a car?
pvc, tremolo When does it occur?
pvc, sustain When does it bloom?
pvc, sustain When does it determine the presentation order?
silence When does it get in the way?
silence When does it end?
silence When does it start and when can we say that it has gone to completion?
pvc, sustain When does it belong to you?
pvc, quarters When does it belong to the world?
pvc, sustain When does it even form?
speak When does it move in different ways?
speak When does it stop?
pvc, sustain When does it become?
pvc, sustain When does it occur?
speak When does it eclipse its rivals for attention?
pvc, quarters When does it end?
pvc, quarters When does it ebb?
pvc, quarters When does it start?
pvc, quarters When does it begin and when does it end?
pvc, quarters When does it occur?
pvc, quarters When does it happen?
pvc, quarters When does it make the transition, then?
pvc, quarters When does it produce pain, sorrow, and resolution?
pvc, quarters When does it get easier?
pvc, quarters When does it mean "no", or when is it meant to be taken at face value?
speak When does it begin?
speak When does it take place in our society?
speak When does it run?
speak When does it rain?
pvc, quarters When does it hurt and why?
silence When does it cease to become a heap?
silence When does it actually being?
silence When does it happen?
speak When does it begin?
pvc, quarters When does it foster identity change?
pvc, quarters When does it mean they just can't be available for the time you have stipulated?
silence When does it sail about?
pvc, quarters When does it fasten to one place for life?
silence When does it end?
pvc, quarters When does it explode?



silence When does it appear?
silence When does it disappear?
pvc, quarters When does it rise?
pvc, quarters When does it end?
pvc, quarters When does it revere it?
pvc, quarters When does it make us sick?
pvc, quarters When does it begin?
speak When does it stop?
pvc, quarters When does it begin to be "antique"?
pvc, quarters When does it develop?
pvc, quarters When does it begin to melt?
pvc, quarters When does it hurt most?
punctuation, wood
silence When does it align best with your soul?
silence When does it happen?
speak When does it need to be at the printers, and when at the designers?
pvc, sustain When does it happen?
pvc, sustain When does it happen?
speak When does it happen?
pvc, sustain When does it change?
pvc, sustain When does it all start?
speak Why did the banana eat himself?
pvc, overtones He had nothing.
speak Why did the banana eat himself?
speak He had nothing.
pvc, sustain Why did the banana eat himself?
speak He had nothing.
pvc, overtones Why did the banana eat himself?
speak He had nothing.
silence Why did the banana eat himself?
silence He had nothing.
pvc, quarters Why did the banana eat himself?
pvc, quarters He had nothing.
silence Why did the banana eat himself?
silence He had nothing.
silence Why did the banana eat himself?
speak He had nothing.
speak Why did the banana eat himself?
speak He had nothing.
speak Why did the banana eat himself?
speak He had nothing.
speak Why did the banana eat himself?
speak He had nothing.



silence Why did the banana eat himself?
silence He had nothing.
silence Why did the banana eat himself?
speak He had nothing.
speak Why did the banana eat himself?
speak He had nothing.
speak Why did the banana eat himself?
speak He had nothing.
speak Why did the banana eat himself?
silence He had nothing.
silence Why did the banana eat himself?
silence He had nothing.
speak Why did the banana eat himself?
speak He had nothing.
speak Why did the banana eat himself?
speak He had nothing.
speak Why did the banana eat himself?
speak He had nothing.
punctuation, wood
punctuation, wood
punctuation, wood
punctuation, wood
punctuation, bowls
punctuation, bowls
punctuation, bowls
punctuation, bowls
drum, sustain Auto Center Inc Morris, 55 34 North Western Avenue
drum, sustain Auto Monsta, 61 28 South Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Auto Sales Six Days, 56 31 South Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Automartz Monitoring, 2000 South Western Avenue
speak Autonology, 1 0 1 5 8 South Western Avenue
drum, sine tones AutoZone, 64 50 South Western Avenue
drum, sustain AutoZone, 47 26 North Western Avenue
drum, sustain AutoZone, 22 55 South Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Azteca Auto Sales Inc, 42 52 South Western Avenue
speak Berns Car Sales Company, 17 hundred North Western Avenue
drum, sine tones 
speak

Brach's Auto Center Inc., 1 0 3 3 3 South Western Avenue

drum, sine tones 
speak

Brown's Auto, Inc., 64 40 North Western Avenue

drum, sine tones 
speak

Byrd's Auto Inc, 68 20 South Western Avenue



speak C & M Imperial Motors, 72 21 South Western Avenue
speak Capital Motor Auto Sales, 42 20 South Western Avenue
silence Car Center Inc, 655 North Western Avenue
silence Car Choice, 264 North Western Avenue
pvc, sustain When does it end?
pvc, sustain When does it start and God please tell me when does it end?
pvc, sustain When does it cease to have meaning and who decides what is meaningful in life and what is not?
pvc, sustain When does it stop?
pvc, sustain When does it start and when does it stop?
pvc, sustain When does it pay to refinance?
punctuation, bowls
silence Car City Accessories, 78 11 South Western Avenue
silence Car Credit Center, 76 hundred South Western Avenue
drum, sustain Car Gallery, 46 20 North Western Avenue
drum, sustain Car Gallery-Il, 36 41 North Western Avenue
speak Car Outlet, 55 hundred North Western Avenue
speak Car Outlet, 42 10 North Western Avenue
speak Car Outlet Inc, 41 56 North Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Car Town Inc, 850 North Western Avenue
drum, sine tones 
speak

Carr's Honda, 66 hundred North Western Avenue

drum, sine tones 
speak

CARSTAR Auto Body Repair Experts, 42 46 North Western Avenue

drum, sine tones Carwash City, 78 11 South Western Avenue
drum, sine tones CarX Tire & Auto, 1 0 1 5 7 South Western Avenue
drum, sine tones CarX Tire & Auto, 51 50 North Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Carz Ink, 41 51 North Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Cassidy Tire & Service, 32 35 North Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Cde Body Shop Ii Inc, 57 10 South Western Avenue
drum, sustain CDE Collision Damage Experts, 76 59 South Western Avenue
drum, sustain Celebrity Auto Sales, 13 21 North Western Avenue
drum, sustain Celtic Automotive Center, 90 59 South Western Avenue
silence Chicago 24 Hour Towing And Roadside Service, 23 59 North Western Avenue
silence Chicago Auto Man Inc, 737 North Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Chicago Auto Sales, 56 26 North Western Avenue
drum, sustain Chicago Auto Source, 65 20 South Western Avenue
drum, sustain Chicago Car City Inc, 39 01 North Western Avenue
silence Chicago Car Ctr, 16 55 North Western Avenue
drum, sustain Chicago Rebuilders Collision, 56 25 South Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Choice Auto Sales Il, 264 North Western Avenue



drum, sine tones 
speak

Complete Auto Service, 45 42 South Western Avenue

drum, sine tones 
speak

D & A Auto Repair, 46 46 South Western Avenue

drum, sine tones 
speak

D Ls Inc, 47 35 North Western Avenue

drum, sine tones D'Agostino Auto Service Repair, Inc., 71 30 North Western Avenue
drum, sine tones David's Auto, 907 South Western Avenue
drum, sine tones 
speak

Dealer Car, 27 30 North Western Avenue

drum, sine tones 
speak

Delgado's Auto Service Inc, 18 31 North Western Avenue

silence Delgado's Muffer and Brake Shop Inc, 18 31 North Western Avenue
rebar, sustain Controlling your hands takes effort and willpower.
rebar, sustain Monitor your hand movements.
rebar, sustain Avoid making sweeping, cappuccino-clearing gestures during meetings.
punctuation, bowls
drum, sustain Deluxe Auto Body & Rebuilder, 59 28 South Western Avenue
silence DLS Auto Sales, 43 04 North Western Avenue
silence Dls Inc, 41 36 North Western Avenue
silence DNG Detail, 1 0 9 3 4 South Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Doughnut Land, 35 01 North Western Avenue
drum, sustain Drive Out Auto Inc, 56 01 South Western Avenue
drum, sine tones 
speak

Dynamic Auto Sales, 58 hundred South Western Avenue

drum, sine tones 
speak

Dynamic Auto Service, 60 20 South Western Avenue

silence E & J Foreign Cars Ltd, 42 45 North Western Avenue
silence Easy Credit, 73 29 South Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Economy Auto Mart, 33 33 North Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Eddy Body Shop, 59 50 South Western Avenue
silence El Segundo Yumuri Tire, 15 hundred North Western Avenue
silence Elos Car Care, 41 29 North Western Avenue
drum, sustain Elos Car Care, 43 04 North Western Avenue
drum, sustain Enterprise Car Sales, 38 40 North Western Avenue
drum, sustain Evergreen Kia, 92 05 South Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Exotic Wheel Boutique, 1 0 1 0 1 South Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Fair Muffler Shops, 70 01 North Western Avenue
silence Four Seasons Cab Company, 55 10 North Western Avenue
silence Freedom Auto Depot, 67 11 South Western Avenue
drum, sustain G M Import Inc, 72 39 South Western Avenue
drum, sustain Gage Park Transmission, 57 42 South Western Avenue



silence Global Motors Inc, 56 28 South Western Avenue
silence Glowa Auto Sales, 18 30 North Western Avenue
drum, sine tones 
speak

Gnr Auto Repair, 824 South Western Avenue

drum, sine tones 
speak

Golden Motors, 72 57 South Western Avenue

drum, sine tones 
speak

Gordons Auto Repair, 73 19 South Western Avenue

drum, sine tones 
speak

Green Wheels Automotive, 15 40 NorthWestern Avenue.

drum, sine tones Hardcastle Auto Sales, 475 North Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Harrison Auto Sales, 79 48 South Western Avenue
drum, sustain Hertz Car Sales, 38 45 North Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Highland Auto Sales Inc, 51 36 North Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Holgers Auto Mart, 74 19 South Western Avenue
silence Hollywood Auto Parts & Service, 56 56 North Western Avenue
array, one Whitmar's wort,
array, one khellin ,
array, one ashes of broom and a bowl full of hot wine,
array, one sol pro tex (digalloyl trioleate) ,
array, one somewhat of honey,
array, one gall of a hare, warm,
array, one resinsion exchange amberlite, IRP 276 (cholestyramine resin) ,
array, one levo iso methadone ,
array, one casanthranol ,
array, one dibutyl tin dilaurate ,
punctuation, bowls
speak Meineke Car Care Center, 57 40-44 North Western Avenue
speak Meineke Car Care Center, 1 0 7 1 6 South Western Avenue
speak Meineke Car Care Center, 57 40-44 North Western Avenue
speak Metro Ford, 64 55 South Western Avenue
speak Midas Auto Service Experts, 71 37 South Western Avenue
silence Midas Auto Service Experts, 75 01 North Western Avenue
speak Midas Auto Service Experts, 1 0 2 0 0 South Western Avenue
speak Midway Ford, 64 55 South Western Avenue
speak Midwest Auto Sales, 72 32 South Western Avenue
speak Midwest Autos Inc, 55 hundred North Western Avenue
speak Midwest Entire Auto Repair, 55 10 North Western Avenue
speak Milan Auto Sales, 58 hundred South Western Avenue
speak Miracle Motors, 15 23 North Western Avenue
speak Mobil Highway Locksmith & Auto Service, 12 11 South Western Avenue
speak Mobile Expo, 57 hundred North Western Avenue
speak Motor Care, 37 27 North Western Avenue



speak Mufflers For Less, 43 21 North Western Avenue Unit 1
speak Mufflers For Less, 1 0 1 3 7 South Western Avenue
speak Multistate Transmission, 56 26 North Western Avenue
speak Muni Motors, 55 28 North Western Avenue
speak NAPA Auto Parts - Genuine Parts Company, 1 1 0 3 0 South Western Avenue
speak Napleton Chrysler, 59 50 North Western Avenue
speak Napleton's Northwestern Chrysler Jeep Dodge, 59 50 North Western Avenue
silence Napleton's Northwestern Hyunda, 61 16 North Western Avenue
silence National Auto Group, 55 28 North Western Avenue
silence O'Reilly Auto Parts, 63 31 South Western Avenue
drum, sustain O'Reilly Auto Parts, 92 55 South Western Avenue
drum, sustain O'Reilly Auto Parts, 73 hundred North Western Avenue Suite P
drum, sine tones Oil Express, 38 08 South Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Olvera's Fender Benders, 15 16 North Western Avenue
drum, sine tones 
speak

One Stop Auto Sales, 74 39 South Western Avenue

drum, sine tones 
speak

Otto Drive Exceptances, 13 53 North Western Avenue

speak Oz Automotive, 823 North Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Palace Auto Depot, 67 43 South Western Avenue
drum, sustain Park's Auto Body Shop, 42 51 North Western Avenue
punctuation, bowls
drum, sine tones Sounds Good, 34 47 North Western Avenue Unit 49
drum, sustain Soundz Good, 34 49 North Western Avenue
drum, sustain South Chicago Auto Group, 67 43 South Western Avenue
drum, sine tones 
speak

South Chicago Dodge Chrysler Jeep Ram, 73 40 South Western Avenue

drum, sine tones 
speak

South Chicago Dodge Parts & Accessories, 73 40 South Western Avenue

drum, sine tones 
speak

South Chicago Nissan INC, 74 10 South Western Avenue

drum, sustain Speedway Oil Change, 1 0 1 3 4 South Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Starr Automotive Center, 823 North Western Avenue
drum, sustain Sun Auto Inc, 11 08 South Western Avenue
speak Sure Thing Auto Inc, 44 30 North Western Avenue
drum, sine tones 
speak

Talman Auto Rebuilders, 76 59 South Western Avenue

drum, sine tones 
speak

Tenoch Auto Sales, 53 hundred South Western Avenue

drum, sine tones 
speak

Tenorio Tire Shop, 34 40 South Western Avenue



silence The New Beginning Auto Sales, 74 19 South Western Avenue
silence Thorn Auto Rebuilders, 77 11 South Western Avenue
silence Top of The Line Auto Mechanic, 14 04 South Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Toyota On Western, 69 41 South Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Trans-O-Mex, 825 South Western Avenue
silence U Used Cars, 53 70 South Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Universal Car Alarm & Sound, 25 42 South Western Avenue
silence US Auto Parts, 58 34 South Western Avenue
silence US Auto Title Lenders, 50 20 North Western Avenue
silence USA Muffler & Brakes, 1 1 0 4 4 South Western Avenue
silence V N International Inc, 15 14 North Western Avenue
silence Value Plus Mufflers Inc, 43 21 North Western Avenue Suite 1
drum, sine tones Vehicle Alignment & Brakes, 35 01 North Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Western Auto Body, 24 26 North Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Western Auto Parts Store, 43 22 South Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Western Avenue Nissan, 74 10 South Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Western Bryn Mawr Auto Repair, 55 56 North Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Western Old Auto Sales, 36 45 North Western Avenue
silence Western Services Inc, 82 58 South Western Avenue
silence Western Tire Service, 57 16 North Western Avenue
silence Wheels Auto Mart, 39 39 North Western Avenue
drum, sine tones Wheels of Chicago, 62 29 North Western Avenue
drum, sine tones WM S Sulich, 58 40 South Western Avenue
stone, sustain observations for latitude 41.796 degrees, longitude -87.976 degrees. Julian Date, 2448988. 

Temperature, 297.5 degrees Kelvin. 
punctuation, bowls
punctuation, bowls
punctuation, bowls
punctuation, bowls
punctuation, bowls
punctuation, paper
punctuation, paper
punctuation, paper
punctuation, paper
punctuation, paper
array, one old wine and honey,
array, one pepper,
array, one butter,
array, one dry flo ,



array, one o silver antiseptic disposable diapers, & antiseptic surgical dressing ,
array, one the nether part of ox-slip,
array, one plasma expanders ,
array, one primaquine ,
array, accents plavolex (plasma volume expander) ,
array, accents nydrazid ,
array, accents alder rind,
array, quarters juice of rue,
array, quarters hyaluronidase ,
array, quarters goat's gall,
array, quarters dumbledore's honey,
punctuation, paper
silence isonicotinic acid hydrozide ,
silence alathon (polythene resin) ,
silence ottafect, and ottasept ,
silence ludox ,
silence pluronics (l62 f68) l44 pluronis polyols ,
array, accents aqueestrol ,
array, accents daraprim (pyrimethamine) ,
array, accents sweetened wine,
array, one ashes of hart's horn. ,
array, one cropleek and garlic,
array, one cortisone acetate ,
array, one plasma expanders ,
array, one wine and bullock's gall,
array, one leek,
array, one dichlorosan ,
array, one neomycin sulfate U.S.P. ,
array, accents hollow cress, roasted,
array, accents aerosil ,
array, accents groundsel and bishopwort,
array, one vancide 89 (captan) ,
array, one rau wolfia serpentina ,
array, one prota veratrine ,
array, one hydrocortisone acetate ,
array, one vitamine b 12 ,
array, one halosan ,
array, one beewort and fennel,
array, one phthalamaquin ,
array, one neomycin sulfate caps ,
array, one red hove,



array, accents sour beer or sour ale,
array, accents silicones ,
array, accents twigs of withewind,
array, tap sodium lauroyl sarcosinate ,
array, tap butter,
array, tap soybean sterol products ,
array, tap nut kernels and wheat grains,
array, tap drug addiction narcotics ,
array, tap wine, strained through a cloth,
silence crumbs of white bread,
silence pepper and vinegar,
silence polyvinyl pyrrolidone ,
array, quarters nether part of strawberry plants,
array, quarters pepper, pounded well,
array, quarters sweetened wine,
array, quarters leaves of woodbind,
array, quarters woodmarche,
array, quarters strawberry plants,
array, quarters southern wormwood, green hellebore,
array, accents de hydro acetic acid ,
silence reserpine ,
silence celandine, sulfur,
silence Greek olusatrum and burnt salt,
array, one radio iso topes, iodine 131 and phosphorus 32 ,
array, one various rau wolfia  species ,
array, one reserpine ,
array, one pepper most, ground all to dust, sifted through a cloth,
array, one diethylstilbestrol ,
array, one fawn's skin,
array, accents massive vitamin d for milk fever prevention ,
array, accents carbo pol 934p nf, 934 nf, 942nf, and 940nf polymer ,
array, accents cummin and a strawberry plant,
speak sweetened wine,
speak olusatrum, mingled with spittle,
speak ash-throat chewed in the mouth and wrung through,
array, one rauserfia tablets ,
array, one silicones ,
array, one boiled agrimony,
array, one re, serpine concentrate ,
array, one woad,
array, one glucurono, lactone. The salts of glucuronic acid ,



array, one ribwort,
array, accents brooklime,
array, accents milk,
array, accents butter,
array, one wood chervil,
array, one hydrocortisone, free alcohol ,
array, one ficus,
array, one crystalline trypsin ,
array, one seed of henbane,
array, one u terase ,
silence yolk of a hen's egg and seed of marche,
silence olusatrum and garden mint,
array, accents hock shank unsodden of a sheep,
array, accents three handfuls of mugwort; ,
array, accents three handfuls of salt,
array, quarters d alpha toco pheryl poly ethylene glycol 1000 succinate ,
array, quarters rau wolfia, serper tina whole root, mannitol hexa nitrate,
array, quarters re serpine; proto veratrines, sucrose; starch; lactose; acacia; magnesium ,
array, quarters three handfuls of soap,
silence hesperdin ,
silence N.D.I. formula 200 ,
silence celandine and bishopwort and cuckoosour,
silence poly vinyl pyrro lidone, iodine 10 ,
silence attorlothe and springwort,
silence English carrot,
punctuation, paper
array, accents topical anesthetic compound c 10 ,
array, accents N.D.I. formula 156 ,
array, one diethyl stilbestrol ,
array, one parzone bitartrate (die hydro codeine bitartrate) ,
array, one somewhat of radish,
array, one raven's foot,
array, one new wrought betony, the leaves themselves,
array, tap somewhat of rose oil,
array, tap reserpine ,
array, tap an onion, seethed in oil,
array, tap hound's tongue and fenmint,
speak coriander in wine or in ale, strained,
speak hen grease, melted,
speak juice of henbane,
array, tap orinase ,



array, tap emmet's eggs, crushed,
array, tap goat's gall, mingled with cow's milk,
array, tap neat's gall mixed with goat's stale,
array, tap wormwood and hind heal and githrife, boiled in ale,
array, tap hydrocortisone ,
array, tap betony and wormwood,
silence gramicidin ,
silence marche, radish, and fennel,
silence alva flavors, se alva flavors ,
silence brooklime boiled in butter,
silence elm rind and roots of lily boiled in butter,
array, tap tender ivy twigs,
array, tap stil betin supplement 50 (diethyl stilbestrol in poly ethylene glycol) ,
array, tap di hydro codeine bitartrate an hydrous ,
array, tap wormwood, thyme, agrimony, pennyroyal, wenwort,
silence combined adrenal hormone anti biotic therapy ,
silence the small centaury,
silence raunormine ,
silence eyewort,
silence inula conyza,
silence two proportions of black hellebore,
array, tap three proportions of helenium,
array, tap eight proportions of cammock,
array, tap carline,
array, tap red nettle,
silence dog's head,
silence hove,
silence wine,
array, tap ferrous fumarate  "toleron" ,
array, tap vinegar,
array, tap honey,
array, tap zirconium ,
array, tap wood wax, a good deal of it,
array, tap sulfanilamide  2 4 die methoxy, 5 triazine (hb 182) ,
array, tap yarrow and wood wax,
array, tap ravens foot,
array, tap carni tine, carni tinate, dichloride ,
array, tap tcc  tri clo carban (trichloro carba nilide) ,
array, tap ivy, which groweth on stone,
speak yarrow,
speak potassium para, amino sali cylate ,



speak leaves of woodbind and cowslip,
array, tap wood marche,
array, tap raven's foot,
array, tap netherward part of wormwood,
array, tap cowslip,
array, tap style o mycin (pure o mycin) ,
array, tap rue,
array, tap vita busch 12 concentrate ,
array, tap leaves of woodbind,
array, tap ivy leaves,
array, tap ivy which groweth on the earth,
array, tap cloved wenwort, boiled in ram's grease, or in buck's grease,
array, tap powdered, whole, rau wolfia serpen tina root ,
array, tap ship tar,
array, tap n (3'die methyl amino) propyl pheno thia zing hcl (pro mazine hcl) ,
array, accents three bunches of laurel flowers,
array, accents spoons full of cummin and of parsley seed,
array, accents ammo idin (8 meth oxy psora len, xanth a toxin) ,
array, one sodium die tertiary butyl naphthalene sulfonate ,
array, one twenty peppercorns,
array, one three dried membranes which are in the wambs of young birds; ,
array, accents dill,
array, accents die ethyl stilb estrol & die ethyl stilbe strol suspended in soybean oil ,
array, accents bread seethed in goat's milk,
array, tap boar's gall,
array, tap bull's gall,
array, tap buck's gall,
array, tap calcium ampho mycin ointment ,
array, tap honey,
array, tap juice of ivy, that which runneth by the earth, the cleanest juice,
silence chlor die ethyl nol (die ethyl chloro ethy nyl carbinol) ,
array, tap wine; ,
silence ribwort and oil made lukewarm, mingled together,
silence ram's gall, with urine of goose,
silence juice of the rind of a nut tree made lukewarm. ,
array, accents pipe razine preparations ,
array, accents woman's milk,
array, quarters metho carba mol ,
array, quarters tyro thricin & gram icidin ,
punctuation, paper
array, quarters p hydroxy phenyl salicyl amide ,



array, quarters juice of green coriander,
array, quarters a drop of honey and of wine,
array, quarters bunches of alder triturated, oil,
array, quarters pipe razine ,
silence vinyl sheeting & granules ,
silence ben acty zine hcl ,
silence betony,
array, one no rethin drone ,
array, one pepper,
array, one prednisone, crude and crystalline ,
array, one roots,
array, accents neo mycin sulfate ,
array, accents honey,
array, accents al lyl die ethyl stilb estrol   allyl hex estrol ,
array, one homewort,
array, one boars gall and bullocks and bucks, mingled with honey or in oil,
array, one green ashen shaft,
array, one emmet's horses and cropleek,
array, one the lower part of alder rind or henbane and oil, pounded together,
array, one vitamin b12 concentrate (feed grade milorganite) ,
array, one squibb radio pharmaceuticals ,
array, one xylocaine ,
array, one sodium poly thio nate solution ,
array, one red emmet's horses; ,
array, one aqueous solution radio a vitamin b12 ,
array, accents radish and vinegar, pounded together,
array, accents juice of green earthgall,
array, accents ionac c 269 ,
silence adreno chrome mono semi carbazone ,
silence tricortan ,
silence hormone cocktail ,
silence juice of Horehound,
silence prednisone ,
silence juice of wormwood,
silence robane ,
silence neo mycin sulfate commericial grade ,
silence latherwort and leek,
silence polymer mc 2242 ,
silence oil, applied with ewe's wool,
silence wormwood sodden in a new kettle,
silence neo mycin palmitate ,



array, one 5 iodo deoxy uridine ,
array, one tabletting mixure and flavoring techniques ,
array, one the netherward part of elder rind, ash rind, and woad, elm rind, hemlock, butter and honey,
array, accents two parts sulfur, with lard, waybroad, leechwort, leek, mint, helenium,
array, accents fat of a horse, mingled thoroughly with salt,
array, accents sentry polyox water soluble resins  nf grade ,
array, quarters ash rind, quickbeam rind, holly rind, the foultree or black alder rind, rind of spindle,
array, quarters rhozyme j 25 concentrate ,
array, quarters flur andreno lone acetate ,
array, quarters tree, sedge, ploughman's spikenard, marrubium, boiled in water ,
silence ultraviolet absorbers (u.v. 24 pharmaceutical grade) ,
silence 17a ethinyl 19 nor testosterone acetate ,
silence dexa methasone ,
silence dl carnitine hydrochloride ,
silence red hat broiler concentrate non medicated feeds ,
silence worm meal, vipers bugloss, hayrife,
array, accents helenium, broom, ivy, mugwort, enchanter's nightshade, henbane, boiled in water,
array, accents mallow everlasting, red nettle, lupin, sage, wrought out of foreign ale,
array, accents Fair large Earth-worms, gathered in May when they couple, placed in a pail of water at night till the 

next morning, so will they have cleansed themselves, then dried before the fire, and when thoroughly 
dry, beaten into powder,

punctuation, paper
silence tansy, and betony,
silence orbenin, cloxacillin , bri 1621 , ay 6203 ,
silence mistletoe of the oak, beat small, dried, and rubbed down to meal,
array, quarters fluoro 16 alpha hydrocortisome ,
array, quarters the best wine; ,
array, quarters bismuth sub salicylate paste ,
array, quarters doxapram hcl; ahr 619 ,
array, quarters claws of a boar or of another swine, burnt to ashes,
array, quarters the bladder of an unprolific swine, burnt to ashes and put it into wine,
array, quarters fried goat's bladder, reduced to dust, and shed into wine,
silence ram's bladder, sodden,
silence roots of fennel, beaten and rubbed in fine wine,
punctuation, paper
punctuation, paper
punctuation, paper
punctuation, paper
punctuation, paper
punctuation, paper



Yeah? HOW WAS YOUR DAY? MY DAY WAS OK.

I WAS A LITTLE SAD TODAY BUT NOW I FEEL BETTER. 

WHAT DID YOU DO? WHAT DID I DO? WHAT DID YOU 

EAT FOR LUNCH? I ATE THE SAME SANDWICH I EAT

EVERY DAY. AND A PEAR. UH-HUH. WHAT DID YOU  


